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◇ ◇ ◇

Although Kerouac, Snyder, and Pound were early enthusiasms, they don't seem to have moved me in the 
direction of haiku. I must have seen Blyth's books or heard some echo of them, because I seem to have 
'always' known about the 5/7/5 pattern. But my first actual memory of haiku is not of reading one but of 
reading the word itself. As I drove out of Ukiah, California some time in the 1970s, I passed under a high, 
rectangular wooden exit gate—some kind of bare-bones Arc de Triomphe out in the sunlit dust of 
northern California—and happened to glance in the rearview mirror. There I read, in large wooden letters 
on top of the gate, getting smaller as I was moving away, HAIKU. (The K would have been backwards but 
my brain had already read the word before noticing that.) 

This memory seems preposterous as I put it into words: “a high, rectangular exit gate”? It sounds like the 
last chapter of Ka%a's Amerika (the Nature Theater of Oklahoma). And why would the town planners of 
Ukiah set the name of their town on this gate facing inwards? As if the inhabitants might at any moment 
forget where they were and so would need a prominently displayed reminder that they were in UKIAH? 
Meanwhile those coming in from outside (or, like me, outside looking in the rearview mirror) would see an 
outsize civic sign proudly announcing HAIKU? Well, odd as this all seems, it does illustrate one of the 
only scenarios I can imagine where “the materiality of language” would be a crisply meaningful phrase.

Ah, no, of course – UKIAH was facing outwards; HAIKU was a product of my rearview mirror. But then 
that also means that inside the inhabitants of UKIAH if they looked up would constantly be reminded of 
this imported poetic form.

All of which is to say, haiku is quite transmogrified for contemporary writers in the U.S. But to complain 
that none of the poems in R'r KU 11.3: particles with integer spin is, formally, a haiku is beside the point. If 
Berrigan's and Mayer's sonnets, they are nothing if not “sonnets.”

    



The poem I kept coming back to was William M. Ramsey's

in a mirror
the face one sees

1 atom thick

Formally, it's somewhat close to haiku: 4/4/4 syllables elegantly disposed when one focuses on syllable-
word patterns

one one two
one one one one

one two one

And the “one” / “1” variation is nice as well.

I don't know about the scientific accuracy of  “1 atom thick”—maybe the photons bounce back from some 
much more complex depth of atoms, molecules, etc. But the 'point' still holds. The obviousness of our 
senses is unimaginably frail. They do work, though.

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' Bob Perelman

Bob Perelman is a professor of English at the University of Pennsylvania. He is the author of Ten to One: 
Selected Poems (Wesleyan University Press / Middletown, CT, 1999) and, most recently, IFLIFE (New York: 
Roof Books, 2006).
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————————————————————————
Gathering Stones: an interview with john martone

By Jack Galmitz
————————————————————————

    



◇ ◇ ◇

JG: Hello, John. Welcome to R’r.

JM: Hi, Jack. Thanks for inviting me.

JG: John, from the title of your latest book, ksana (in Buddhist parlance the briefest moment of mental 
time or a temporal center) [Red Moon Press, 2009], to viewing your photographs of various Buddhas 
under the title “Supplement to the Saddharma Pundarika Sutra Chapter 1” in the online journal Otoliths 
(issue 22, 2011), it became obvious that you are a Buddhist. There was a time when I was a practicing 
Buddhist and also writing haiku. At that time, I felt a conflict existed between the two pursuits. Then, 
when I read in Awakening The Buddha Within (Broadway Books, 1997) by Lama Surya Das that Allen 
Ginsberg, who was entering a one-month retreat, brought pen and notebook to write haiku after 
meditation had them snatched away by Trungpa Rinpoche because the idea was to stop collecting 
transient thought-bubbles, I felt confirmed that a conflict existed. Do you feel a conflict in pursuing these 
two paths, John?

JM: Vipassana meditation involves observing phenomena with bare attention, and letting them go, as 
Trungpa Rinpoche’s taking Allen’s notebook makes clear. One sees how everything is suffering, 
impermanent and not-self. 

Is writing poems clinging to the illusion of self? A poem is a cry. Is a cry an illusion? Does an illusion cry 
out? What else ever could? 

One wants language itself to do the speaking, linked as it is to the perceptual act. Strip away all the 
commentation, as Cid [Corman] demanded, elaboration. 

Above all, one doesn’t want dramatic “set pieces”, those “little dramas” as Brooks and Warren saw poetry 
in antediluvian days, and as most everyone still does. And worse still, those personal essays masquerading 
as poetry and the ‘poet as rock star’ sensibility spawned by the mags.  
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There are very great Buddhist poets—poets who are Buddhists—Thich Nhat Hanh, Ko Un, Issa, Bashō, 
Saigyō, Wang Wei, all the way back to the Therigatha and Theragatha—the poetry of the Pali canon, and 
the Buddha’s own words—his fire sermon, snake, etc. Of course, one would be a fool to think that because 
they were able to . . . .

John Ireland has a very good pamphlet about Vangisa—one of the poets of the Theragatha. Vangisa was 
said to have recited a poem in response to one of the Buddha’s teachings. The Buddha asked if he had 
composed the poem spontaneously (first thought best thought!), and when Vangisa answered that he had, 
Buddha asked him to compose another. Once, when the Buddha spoke on the right speech, Vangisa 
responded with another poem—to the Buddha’s approval. It must be one of the first poems about poetry. 
Here is a bit of it, in Ireland’s prose: 

Truth is indeed the undying word; this is an ancient verity. Upon truth, the good say, the goal 
and the teaching are founded. 

The sure word of the Awakened One speaks for the attainment of nibbana, for making an end 
of suffering, is truly the best of words. 

If the Vangisa story doesn’t put the conflict to rest (and it didn’t in medieval Japan), there’s also Muju 
Ichien’s Shasekishu (Sand and Pebbles), a wonderful book from 13th century that we have in Robert Morrell’s 
translation. One of the book’s themes is poetry as a way to realization. There’s one passage that makes the 
point so concisely, that I’m surprised it’s not mentioned all the time:

Now we refer to the poetry of “wild words and specious phrases” as “defiled poetry,” because it 
lures us to attachment, imbues us with a vain sensuality, and decks us out with empty words. 
But poetry may express the principles of the Holy Teaching, accompany a sense of 
impermanence, weaken our worldly ties and profane thoughts and cause us to forget fame and 
profit. If, on seeing leaves scattered by the wind, we come to know the vanity of the world; and 
if, on composing a verse on the moon hidden in the clouds, we come aware of the unsullied 
Principle within our hearts, then poetry mediates our entry upon the path of Buddha and 
becomes a reliable tool for understanding the Law. Accordingly, men of old practiced the Law of 
Buddha without rejecting the Way of Poetry. 

    



Despite such encouragement, I often suspect the best stop talking or feel no need to. It would take real 
courage to live a life of silence. A maternal aunt of mine, Sr. Ellenita, recently died at 92, after a lifetime in 
silence in the convent laundry room. 

I am a pretty hopeless case. By and large, poets are. 

JG: To follow up in a similar vein, in the Modern Haiku (41.1, 2010) review of ksana, Marshall Hryciuk 
points out that the Red Moon Press version of your book is a compilation of some twenty hand-made 
chapbooks of your poems that you previously put together and distributed freely. Obviously, there’s a 
politics involved in producing your own books and distributing them for free: it removes the poems from 
the marketplace as a commodity form, and circumvents what Walter Benjamin discussed in his famous 
essay, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” which was the alienation of the art from 
its producer—the artist. What was it that persuaded you to have your chapbooks published and 
distributed through Red Moon Press?

JM: Zukofsky said we write just one poem—and of course, Whitman added to Leaves of Grass over the 
years. I call that a lifepoem, and so from time to time I want to pull things together, as with ksana and 
dogwood & honeysuckle (Red Moon Press, 2004) before it, and now with “ocean”. But perhaps I am 
rationalizing.

Giselle Maya is an artist in the fullest sense, someone who gardens, makes poems out of her garden, and 
makes her books by hand. And Lax, you know, wrote everything out by hand—and his handwriting, so 
clear and childlike—is an integral part of the poems. 

JG: John, one final question before we turn to your poetry. We are contemporaries, born one year apart, 
and so share the great cultural crises of our time—the Vietnam War and Civil Rights Movement. I see 
from your visits to Vietnam and your membership in the Fellowship of Reconciliation, an international 
group that espouses peace through non-violence and compassion, that the Vietnam War has left an 
indelible mark on you. It seems as if you are willing to do whatever one man can do to undo the damage 
we did to the Vietnamese during the war years. Do you think the burden and sorrow you still bear has 
impacted the kind of poetry you write?

    



JM: You remind me of what a pretender I am. It’s people like Karma Tenzing Wangchuk and a man I 
knew at the National Coalition for the homeless who have really been marked and are undoing the 
damage. 

I think of the torment Paul Celan lived and died with—being a German Jewish poet; or Jewish German 
poet. Having to use that language at that time. And here we are, I am, writing and speaking in the 
American language, which made itself horrid and unspeakable then and daily still compounds itself. 

JG: John, on this mythos, this marchen we are currently creating and living through, I see the first obstacle, 
the first gate-keeper: sometimes it’s known as abstraction, sometimes as post-modernism, sometimes it’s 
referred to as Language poetry.  I’d like to begin with a poem you wrote in sy#ables (author produced, 
2008):  

' ' ' the world is made of syllables

Technically, a syllable is a unit of organization for a sequence of speech/writing sounds, upon which words 
are built. But, it is not just words, it is actually the “world” that is constructed by syllables.  The poem can 
be taken either self-referentially, that is, “the world” mentioned in the poem is made of syllables, or it may 
have a referent beyond the confines of language—that is to say, “the world” “outside” of the poem.  
Perhaps this ambiguity is the strength of the poem.

Then, also from sy#ables, we have this poem:

' ' ' a breath

' ' ' a life

' ' ' a breath

' ' ' a life

' ' ' a breath

' ' ' a life

' ' ' a breath

' ' ' a life

    



The poem has its urgency and rhythm through repetition of two nouns: breath, life. Again, it is left 
indeterminate whether there is an alternation between the abstract—“life”—and the concrete “breath.” 
There seems to be a balance struck between the two and the indeterminacy is again the poem’s strength.

One final example from sy#ables:

' ' ' ram

' ' ' shackle

' ' ' from

' ' ' ran

' ' ' shackle

' ' ' from

' ' ' ransack

' ' ' sack

' ' ' thou

' ' ' bag

' ' ' worm

' ' ' house

Here we have a beautiful rendering in reverse, following backwards the history of the word ramshackle to 
its earliest etymology in ransack. Then, you use ambiguity to suggest that either you would like your house, 
which you compare to a bagworm (which is a moth in its cocoon and from which it will emerge reborn in a 
new, developed form) to also enter and emerge from such a cocoon “sack,” or alternatively you are cursing 
and dismissing the dismal house by “sacking” it. Again, we have a self-enclosed energy field of words, a 
poem as object, or a reference to existence “outside” the confines of the poem.

    



I think this ambiguity, this indeterminacy, distinguishes your work from your acknowledged predecessors: 
Robert Lax, his mentor Ad Reinhardt, and Frank Samperi. Let’s briefly look at what can only be called 
abstraction in the works of these forebears.

To begin with, Ad Reinhardt was an abstract expressionist painter best known for his black paintings, 
which though monochrome were actually painted in different shades of black, in rectangles, and which 
suggested that there was no absolute, no-thing beyond. Ad Reinhardt is famous for his quote, “Art is Art. 
Everything else is everything else.” Reinhardt, as you know, deeply influenced Robert Lax. Here’s a Lax 
poem that is reminiscent of a Reinhardt painting and entitled “Homage to Reinhardt.”

' ' ' black

' ' ' black

' ' ' black

' ' ' blue

' ' ' blue

' ' ' blue

' ' ' black

' ' ' black

' ' ' black

' ' ' black

' ' ' blue

' ' ' blue

' ' ' blue

Obviously, just as in Reinhardt’s paintings, the poem by Lax is totally abstract, totally language qua 
language.

    



Then, as a final example, let’s look at one of Frank Samperi’s poems from Day (The Samperi Estate and 
Claudia Samperi-Warren, 1998).

' ' ' no

' ' ' ground

' ' ' only

' ' ' fire

' ' ' and

' ' ' spirit

In this poem, we see Samperi’s “groundless” state of spirituality, or abstraction. There are a number of 
poems written in this mode, but in all fairness, I think you share with Frank Samperi a tendency to balance 
the concrete with the abstract. Here’s a final Samperi poem (Lumen Gloriae, Grossman Publishers, 1973):

' ' ' space

' ' ' my state

' ' '               down

' ' '                          to

' ' '                              a

' ' ' ' ' ' t

We can see here, as in your work, a conceptual art, a concrete art, yet some relationship to an “outside,” as 
it were.

I would like to interject here a quote from Chilean poet Vincente Huidobro (cited in Haiku 21, Modern 
Haiku Press, 2011):

    



' ' ' The abstract should become concrete and the concrete abstract. That is to say, a 
' ' ' perfect equilibrium should obtain between the two, because if the abstract keeps 
' ' ' stretching you further towards the abstract, it will come apart in your hands, and 
' ' ' sift through your fingers. The concrete, if made still more concrete, can perhaps 
' ' ' serve you some wine to drink or furnish your parlor, but it can never furnish your 
' ' ' soul. (15)

John, how would you define yourself and your work in regard to the above discussion of abstract/concrete 
projects of poetry? I suspect you don’t care for self-definition or definition in general, but just as a matter 
of shedding light on your work, I would appreciate your opinion on this subject.

JM:  I’m not sure how well that abstract/concrete dichotomy works—after all, “concrete” poetry is a kind 
of abstract art, or can be, anyway.

I prefer to think of Lax and Samperi as contemplative poets. In Lax’s case, the repetition can sometimes 
be an invocation of the thing—he’s Adam naming the world. It’s a poetry of realization, as you see in his 
poem about “lifting/one stone”—the saying is the doing of it—he has a primal sense of language. Other 
times, the repetition is mantra—or prayer-like—and some of his poems are dialogues with himself, an 
attempt to puzzle things through in the simplest language possible. (Remember, too, the poems emerge 
from his journals as responses to life). Sometimes, he’s being a comic bop blues singer, very playful.

Samperi has a very visual sense of the poem on the page. He was meticulous about this in his manuscripts. 
The word as apparitional, visionary (whereas Lax is more oriented towards the spoken).  

In my own case, I suppose everything depends on the poem in questions . . . 

JG: John, we’ve passed the first threshold. Now, at least for me, we are facing the dragon of our mythos, 
and that is your tendency to part words into their roots and branches, or simply to divide them at times.  
Now, you are no longer a journeyer with me, but now represent the Wise Old Man of mythology for me.

So, let’s begin with some works from arbor (author published, 2005). The first poem I’d like to look at is 
the following:

    



black
berry-
shoots

al
ready
thorned

The parting of “al” from “ready” seems reasonable here: even in their early stages the shoots, “all” or “al” of 
them, prepared, “ready” protected, “thorned”. Then, if we turn to another from the same collection, you 
divide one word into its root and infinitive and in another such word you leave the word intact.

' ' ' ' drying

' ' ' ' my

' ' ' ' pepper

' ' ' ' mint

' ' ' ' &

' ' ' ' water

' ' ' ' ing

' ' ' ' pines

I can understand why you’d divide “water” and the continuation of the action of pouring by making “ing” a 
separate entity, but it’s difficult to follow when you begin with “drying” and do not follow the same design. 
Dividing “pepper” “mint” also is reasonable because the etymology almost calls for it, as the two parts of 
the word have separate origins in language. Or, in this poem, it is difficult to discover the purpose of a 
partial word, really one letter in place of a word:

    



' ' ' ' gardener
' ' ' ' writing
' ' ' ' w dirty hands

Of course, the poem can be read in such a way that the writer merely wrote “w” and has dirty hands and 
what word he was going to complete is left unstated. But, that seems a bit of a stretch. Is it merely an 
instance of reduced language, as you describe poetry in your seminal essay “The Neolithic (re)turn in 
poetry.” Or, again in this poem, there is a sense in the division of a word:

' ' ' ' night

' ' ' ' table

' ' ' ' eye

' ' ' ' glasses

' ' ' ' ros

' ' ' ' ary

' ' ' ' pocket

' ' ' ' knife 

I can see “ros” “ary” as understandable because the etymology of rosary stems from “rosa,” as a garden of 
roses and the rosary is thus a garden of prayers.

Let’s go forward in time and look at word divisions in your poems included in 

' ' ' ' o

' ' ' ' r

' ' ' ' d

' ' ' ' i

' ' ' ' n

    



' ' ' ' a

' ' ' ' r

' ' ' ' y

' ' ' ' f

' ' ' ' o

' ' ' ' o

' ' ' ' l 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' (author published, 2008)

I like this particular poem because it admits multiple meanings and so the division of “an” from “other” 
has its own sense:

' ' ' winter

' ' ' coat

' ' ' & gloves

' ' ' he’s

' ' ' an

' ' ' other

' ' ' sparrow

Here, the poem can be read to mean this man dressed for winter is an “other,” from the presence of a 
“sparrow.” But, then there is this interesting and arresting poem:

    



these

' ' ' woods

' ' ' sing

' ' ' le

' ' ' syl

' ' ' lab

' ' ' les

Put together again, we have what we started with: “the world is made of syllables.” On the other hand, the 
poem can be understood to say the woods sing: le syl lab les. I find this poem to be a pristine example of 
concrete poetry: everything in it is true to the world of the poem: everything is a single syllable and makes 
up a world!

Let me turn finally to one more poem that divides a word purposely:

' ' ' breathes

' ' ' on his

' ' ' fire

' ' ' that

' ' ' little

' ' ' ani

' ' ' mal 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' (ksana, Red Moon Press, 2011)

This poem is another instance of multiple means created by the fragmentation of the poem into one word 
lines (with the one exception). Rather than mean a little animal, it could very well read as breathing just a 
bit, smoothly, softly “that little” on his fire. The fact is that the only animal that creates fire is the human 

    



animal and so the poem rather places man in his proper perspective in the universe as that “little animal.” 
Further evidence of this would be the division of “animal” into “ani” and “mal,” because the only animal 
that is divided against itself (see Freud’s Civilization and its Discontents) is the human animal: so the break of 
“ani” and “mal” visually represents this fact.

John, I’ve covered a great deal of ground in this discussion. I can use you now as representative of the 
Wise Old Man of Jungian psychoanalysis to guide me through your rationales for word divisions and 
interruptions in your poems.

JM: As Denise Levertov had it, every poem arises organically from experience, felt through, and 
sometimes the rhythm will be more visual, sometimes more musical, sometimes more syntactic. One never 
knows in advance. 

The English word comes apart into syllables, as the Chinese ideogram comes apart into its radical and 
other members. In both cases, roots matter. Hopkins thought of the single word as a fossil poem. 

In Buddhism, there are mantras—the great compassion mantra—and those in the Lotus sutra. One 
archaic syllable after another. Reciting them takes one somewhere—Samadhi. 

Certainly breaking the word apart slows the reading process, takes one out of ordinary time and somewhere else. 
And any poem must do this.   

I’m a great fan of Andrew Welch’s Roots of Lyric. 

JG: Okay, John. I believe we’ve squared the circle, entered the inner sanctum or the center, temporal or 
otherwise. We have gathered and girded ourselves to enjoy the fruits of our labor, which is the promise of 
the mythos. Ezra Pound pointed to its direction in Canto LXXXI: 

' ' What thou lovest well remains, 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' the rest is dross

' ' What thou lov’st well shall not be reft from thee

' ' What thou lov’st well is they true heritage

    



So, we have worked our way to the point where I feel we can now discuss the poems of yours that I love, 
simply and truly. Let me begin with one of my favorites of yours:

' ' ' ' this mushroom
' ' ' '         its own
' ' ' ' '      moonlight 
' ' ' ' ' '    ' ' ' ' ' (ksana, Redmoon Press, 2011)

In one sense, mushrooms appear to spring up overnight, and so one literal reading of the poem could well 
be the phenomenon of the mushroom at night reflecting moonlight. Additionally, and more to the point, is 
that the common white button mushroom is shaped like the moon and bears a luminescence much like 
soft moonlight: it radiates from within. This latter reading gives the poem a delicately drawn self-enclosure 
that is hard to resist.  Another poem using white light is another favored by me:

' ' ' ' snow
'   ' ' '              part of the 
                                                                       milky way 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '      (R’r 9.1, 2009)

Again, this poem also allows for multiple readings. On the one hand, it is snowing, and while this is viewed 
so, peripherally, is a part of the Milky Way. I appreciate the way the poem is shaped concretely to emulate 
the flow of the Milky Way, the flow of the snow falling. Finally, of course, we have the fact that snow (even 
though it would melt before it even came close to the Milky Way) is a part of it, part of our galaxy. While 
we’re on white, how about this poem:

' ' ' ' my retinas such tiny sails 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' (MASKS 3, 2010)

The whites of the eyes, visible to the naked eye in a shape similar to sails. That’s all and that’s enough. Of 
course, the retinas are the light sensitive portion of the eye and make seeing possible; they are what allows 
us from “inside” to sail off into the world. I find this to be a brilliant, miniature and meaningful poem.

Then there is the heart-wrenching poem: 

    



' ' ' ' some pebbles—
' ' ' ' my dear friend’s
' ' ' ' here 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' (Tumulus, author published, 2006)

A tumulus is a burial mound and what makes this poem so poignant is the minuteness of the mound, just 
some pebbles, to mark the place of the remains of a dear friend.

Then, there is the bittersweet poem of poverty, such as that of Raskolnikov in Crime and Punishment,

' ' ' ' a trailer home
' ' ' ' '        window
' ' ' ' ' '          dostoyevsky 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' (R’r 11.1, 2011)

where it is quite possible that at the trailer window is a man weathered, beaten, bearded and has the 
understanding of men that Dostoevsky had.

Finally, I will finish with another of my favorite poems that was published in R’r 10.3 (2010):

' ' ' ' vulture my other side

    



So, John, have I read these poems of yours I most admire satisfactorily, and are any of them favorites of 
yours too? If not, could you enumerate a few of your favorite poems in your remarkably prolific career as a 
poet?

JM: Jack, such a careful study of these poems leaves me a bit embarrassed.  

It’s hard for me to answer your last question. I don’t remember my poems very well, couldn’t recite any for 
you. I think that’s why I’m always making these little books—in order to put the poems away—to get 
them out of the way. I want the next poem to be the first one. To get it right for once! There are those two 
meanings of practice—as something one does to improve, and as what one does constantly. One’s always 
working at it.

Lorine Niedecker, you know, wouldn’t give public readings of her work—Cid Corman persuaded her to 
read into this tape recorder once, but that was it—she worked and wrote her poems, and I don’t think the 
people she worked for ever knew she was a poet (not that it would have meant anything to them). She 
knew the Way.

JG: John, after reading many of your books, I feel as if you have collected the entire universe within them, 
so that your oft-defined style as minimalism ends up being something of a misnomer. In the pages prior to 
the poems in ksana, you include the following poem by Robert Lax:

' ' ' ' A million
' ' ' ' disparate
' ' ' ' moments
' ' ' ' make the
' ' ' ' whole   

This poem certainly defines your art to a t.

However, there was a curious remark you made in dogwood & honeysuckle, after you mention you glued 
shards of china to a clay pot. You went on to say “broken things become devotions.” I find much of the 
worlds you inhabit and examine in your work are broken-trailers, pebbles with holes, a splinter, a trillium 
that was, things gone or going, and you make of them a devotion. Yet, for all that I feel a sorrow in your 
work; compassion, yes, but sorrow. It reminds me of when The Fool (and one of your pen names is 

    



Ordinary Fool) in Federico Fellini’s La Strada tells Gelsomina, a woman who has no sense of self-worth and 
lives in servitude to The Strongman, Zampano, that everything and everyone has a purpose—even a 
pebble, even her. He says that if the pebble has no purpose then nothing has any purpose.  

In the end, after Zampano kills The Fool, Gelsomina is so broken in spirit that she dies of a broken heart. 
Then, when Zampano, who has been looking for her, finds out that she died, he gets drunk and in the dark 
of night goes to the sea’s edge and lays in the sand crying without end, broken, knowing through loss that 
he had loved and wasn’t capable of realizing it until it was too late.

I feel this broken-heartedness in you, too, in your work. It is palpable to me. It is not the wabi or sabi of 
Bashō, who for me adopted this as an aesthetic; nor is characteristic of any of the major Japanese haijin 
we’ve all read. There’s a genuine solitude, loneliness, grief in your work that is heart-wrenching to me. Is 
this true to you or am I projecting my own emotional life into yours?

JM: Jack, what you’ve done is really very moving and clear. You see what I would want one to see. And I 
think, you know, it is already an essay in its own right, and anything I might add would dilute it with my 
own self-importance.
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a collage of scissors
———————————————

    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



    



————————————————————————
Sunlight on a Different World: The Poetics of Grant Hackett

By Jack Galmitz  
————————————————————————


    



    



◇ ◇ ◇

Two dangers never cease threatening the world: order and disorder.

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' —Paul Valéry (Analect)

From biographical material I was able to locate, I found out that Grant Hackett is a free-lance indexer. I 
wondered if developing the skills necessary to choose the essential words from an entire text to use in an 
index enabled him to select the best words to use in his monostich poems. It seemed reasonable to 
conclude that his vocation and avocation strengthened one another. Each activity required the distillation 
of an entire text (be it the world or a book) into their most rudimentary and essential nature. To satisfy my 
curiosity, I did some reading of what was available on the monostich poem, as that is Grant Hackett’s 
chosen form of expression. While it is not exactly haiku, it bears enough of a relationship to the critical 
features of haiku to make the effort worthwhile.

I did a bit of research on the subject of the monostich, but couldn’t come up with very much.  It seems the 
first modern example of a one-line poem was written by the Russian symbolist, Valery Bryusov, and it went 
like this: “O, cover your pale legs.” The poem has an interesting design, I think, because usually the 
exclamation “O” is found in solemn, earnest poems, whereas here it is followed by a seemingly annoyed 
observer making a somewhat sententious remark. The reason for this, I believe, was that symbolism as a 
movement was often confused with decadence as a movement, and here the poet is clearly defining the 
difference. Having read through the poems of Grant Hackett on his website—Monostich Poet—I could 
not find any instances where he eroticized his poems, and so while it may be merely coincidental, Mr. 
Hackett’s work is within the same orbit of Russian symbolism in regard to the “decadent.”
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Besides Bryusov, Guillaume Apollinaire, in his "Chantre" (1914), also wrote a monostich poem, “Singer”, 
that went as follows: “and the single string of the marine trumpets.”  Marine trumpets are one-stringed 
instruments that when played with a bow make a noise like a trumpet.  One could say that this poem is a 
meta-poem, inasmuch as it is self-referential or even concrete: Apollinaire is the singer and plays a one-
stringed (one-lined) instrument.  Again, there is a correspondence in this fact with the  poems of Grant 
Hackett, as they are often self-referential in both senses of the term: that is, his language refers to his 
personal experience, as well as to itself, to language per se.

Given the paucity of forebears writing in this form, it occurred to me that Mr. Hackett had, in the 
American vein, struck out into the wilderness alone, as an individualist, and his poems, as you will see, are, 
if not individual, then nothing is. Besides publishing on his website, he only publishes his work 
occasionally in R’r and the Li#iput Review.  He has not chosen to publish a book.  He is a private person 
and seems indifferent to fame, as the above facts taken together suggest.  While his work is individualistic, 
he is not pretentious, but rather democratic, or so it strikes me.

From further research, I discovered that he first became acquainted with the one-line haiku form from 
Haiku Selected for Shikishi (Ikuta Press, 1978; pamphlet) that was distributed by the Haiku Society of 
America.  Mr. Hackett soon after took to writing in the one-line format, although this was not a direct 
result of the one-line haiku.  Rather, there seems to have occurred a rather mystical experience in which 
he “discovered” his signature double colon (::) that he used between sections of the one-line poem, and 
once that happened he went on to write thousands of  monostich poems.

Mr. Hackett did not feel an especial affinity to haiku, hence the hundreds of monostich poems that can be 
found on his website.  Through January of 2008, he wrote dozens of three line poems.  On February 4th of 
2008, he wrote his first two-line poem:

Black chrysanthemum:

how does your body full of thunder feel 

On February 5, he wrote eleven one-line poems, all with the double colon, which has become his signature 
to this day.  With the inexplicable appearance of the double colon, it was as if his imagination had opened 
a door. As Mr. Hackett stated in his introduction to some of his poems featured in R’r 9.1 (2009), “The 

    



double colon is there to create an unweighted pause. A pause in the breath, a pause in thought. A pause 
that is different than the weighted or directional relationship our standard punctuation indicates. And that 
is also different than a hard line break. The two sides of the thought-pause may exist in harmony or in 
ambiguity. At the moment of the pause there may be peace or there may be tension. The thought-pause is 
a poetic tool, a poetic device, used poetically.”

In that same introduction, Mr. Hackett distinguished what he wrote from reduction: he said his work in 
one line was rather a distillation. In effect, he does not begin with a mass of words and then remove what 
he deems unnecessary. Rather, his poems are momentary utterances, a cry, a statement, a moment.  Which 
is not to say, they are unedited, or that he refuses changes in syllables, rhymes, rhythms, images; rather, it 
means that he views his poems as intuitive experiences or apprehensions.

In the same introduction noted supra in which Mr. Hackett offered some of his poems in R’r 9.1, he named 
as his influences the early modernist haijin Ippekiro, along with the surrealists Garcia Lorca and Pablo 
Neruda, as well as the early Robert Bly, who wrote what was called “deep image” poetry, which shared 
much in common with surrealism. Since then, I understand he has somewhat widened his poetic 
influences, and yet remains loyal to Lorca, Neruda, and Bly. It is obvious from reading any of his 
monostich poems that the surrealist mode dominates. It also seems that he adopted surrealism in order to 
subvert the naturalistic, realistic trend in haiku, as well as in some mainstream poetry, and has done so to 
fulfill what philosophers such as Walter Benjamin and Albert Camus believed was the dominant force 
inherent in surrealism: unrestricted freedom, freedom of the whole person.

Walter Benjamin put it this way: 

' ' Since Bakunin, Europe has lacked a radical concept of freedom. The Surrealists have one. They 
' ' are the first to liquidate the sclerotic liberal-moral-humanistic ideal of freedom, because they 
' ' are convinced that “freedom, which on this earth can only be bought with a thousand of the 
' ' hardest sacrifices, must be enjoyed unrestrictedly in its fullness without any kind of pragmatic 
' ' calculation, as long as it lasts.” And this proves to them that “mankind’s struggle for liberation 
' ' in its simplest revolutionary form (which, however, is liberation in every respect), remains the 
' ' only cause worth serving.” (Surrealism: the last snapshot of the European inte#igentsia, 1929).

Albert Camus had this to say about surrealism: 

    



' ' The definitive rupture is explained if one considers that Marxism insisted on the submission of 
' ' the irrational, while the surrealists rose to defend irrationality to the death, Marxism tended 
' ' toward the conquest of totality, and surrealism, like all spiritual experiences, tended toward 
' ' unity. Totality can demand the submission of the irrational, if rationalism suffices to conquer 
' ' the world. But the desire for unity is more demanding. It does not suffice that everything 
' ' should be rational. It wants above all, the rational and irrational to be reconciled on the same 
' ' level . . . . for Andre Breton, totality could be only a stage, a necessary stage perhaps, but 
' ' certainly inadequate, on the way that leads to unity.” (Albert Camus, The Rebel: An essay on Man).

Here is one of Mr. Hackett’s poems in concert with the above-quotes:

' ' I live in a city surrounded by signs:: tangles enough to deepen the eyes

In his “Innerweavings” (transformations of a single poem by interchanges in their word order and 
emphasis (found in what is parenthetical and what is removed from parenthesis) he revels in the 
possibilities of truth and the world: 

' ' The spirit of the bell delivers a cry:: I stare into this world without peace ' '

' ' The spirit of the bell delivers a cry (I stare into this world without peace) 

' ' The spirit of the bell (I stare into this world) delivers a cry (without peace)

Having said this, I would suggest that Mr. Hackett’s vision is more personal than political, and that he is 
not necessarily interested in embedding the revolutionary aspect of surrealism (see Breton, et al on this 
subject) in his poems. There is no evidence to support a reading of his work as intended to break-down 

    



societal barriers: his is more of a personal battle to engage his visionary imagination. His interest is in 
liberating this imagination from stagnation and the prosaic. His goal is the mystery of ontology, the 
intuitive, the irrational, the inexplicable. His readings in Taoism and Buddhism further attest to this 
search.

It seems to me that he has chosen surrealism (or it has chosen him) in order to overcome the “lie” inherent 
in language, the “lie” that Nietzsche spoke of in On Truth and Lies in a Nonmoral Sense (1873):

Every word immediately becomes a concept, inasmuch as it is not intended to serve as a 
reminder of the unique and wholly individualized original experience to which it owes its birth, 
but must at the same time fit innumerable, more or less similar cases—which means, strictly 
speaking, never equal—in other words, a lot of unequal cases. Every concept originates through 
our equating what is unequal. (The Rebel: An Essay on Man in Revolt, 96-97)

Surrealism works by language that is never equal to what it speaks of, so, in this sense, it comes closer to 
the “truth” than what we ordinarily call conventional language.  Here are, I think, a couple of examples of 
what I mean from Mr. Hackett’s poetry:

' Out of touch with the world but close to the bone:: a window for dawn         

                            

' ' Was born after time in the branches of night:: a dream too bright to be seen

'

I find in his work an undertaking of the problematic of the subject, the privileged “I,” that so much 
thought and writing in post-modernism examines. The question is whether he uses the “I” innocently, 
naively, or as a matter of a means to focus on the experience of the world/word/poem.  I tend to conclude 
the latter. Here is one example of his awareness that the “I” is not a distinction, in the sense of 
independence:

'

    



' ' Into the action of wind my branches melt    separateness isn't existence

The French post-modernist philosopher Georges Bataille spoke of what he called the “ipse-being,” and 
described it and this dilemma as such:

This ipse-being, itself compound in different parts and as such a result, an unforeseen 
coincidence, enters the universe with a will to autonomy. It is compound, but still it tries to 
dominate. Pursued by fear it yields to the desire to subjugate the world under its autonomy. The 
ipse-being, this minuscule little part, this unforeseen and purely improbable coincidence, is 
condemned to wanting to be different: to be all/everything and necessary. (. . . .) But this will to 
being a universe is simply a ridiculous challenge to unknowable infinity. Infinity escapes all 
knowledge. It escapes always the eyes of a being that is looking for it, by escaping the 
improbability it is (. . . .). [The Inner Experience, 118].

Louis Althusser, another post-modernist philosopher, posits the “self,” the “subject,” as a social construct 
and not as the independent being within the society:

In the essay ‘Ideological state apparatuses’ of 1970 Althusser argues that ‘ideology has the 
function of “constituting” concrete individuals as subjects’.[13] He means that the Subject is an 
effect of the ideology, not the other way around. Ordinary thinking would have it that persons 
— Subjects — have ideas, or perhaps more cynically that an ideology is crafted to deceive these 
Subjects about their true conditions. But Althusser goes further than that. He is saying that 
ideology does not only deceive you into thinking things like ‘this war is a just war’, or ‘wealthy 
people worked hard to get where they are’. Althusser argues that even the idea of one as a 
Subject, author of your own destiny, is an illusion fostered by ideology. (“Postmodernism and the 
‘Death of the Subject’” by James Heartfield, 2002).

Alongside Mr. Hackett’s acknowledgment that separateness is non-existence, there are the threads, the 
seeming revolt of what could be considered the Romantic Self, the self Bataille said wanted to be 
everything (as a solution), and this is something that needs scrutiny.  Here are Mr. Hackett’s poems:'

    



' ' When the last sound comes I will call to myself   there's nobody but you in the world 

' ' When form wears out and soul is consumed   how will I chew upon the bones

But writing, in the post-modern terminology, doesn’t have an author. Roland Barthes, another French 
philosopher, put it this way (and this also speaks to Mr. Hackett’s poems about “origins,” which I will 
quote momentarily).

“Linguistically,” Barthes declared, “the author is never more than the instance writing, just as I 
is nothing other than the instance saying I: language knows a 'subject', not a 'person'.” And he 
famously concludes: We know now that a text is not a line of words releasing a single 
'theological' meaning (the message of the Author-God). . . . The text is a tissue of quotations 
drawn from the innumerable centres of culture. The writer can only imitate a gesture that is 
always anterior, never original. His only power is to mix writings, to counter the ones with the 
others. . . . Succeeding the Author, the scriptor no longer bears within him passions, humours, 
feelings, impressions, but rather this immense dictionary from which he draws a writing that 
can know no halt: life never does more than imitate the book, and the book itself is only a 
tissue of signs, an imitation that is lost, infinitely deferred. (Cited in “Language Poetry and the 
Lyric Subject,” by Marjorie Perloff, 1998, internet site).

Or, as a member of the Language School, Lyn Hejinian put it:

The “personal” is already a plural condition. Perhaps one feels that it is located somewhere 
within, somewhere inside the body—in the stomach? the chest? the genitals? the throat? the 
head? One can look for it and already one is not oneself, one is several, incomplete, and subject 
to dispersal. (“The Person and Description,” Poetics Journal 9, 1991).

He also has a number of poems that mention “origin,” and yet “origin” is itself problematic because it is a 
matter of who constitutes that origin, what power props it up.  Here are his poems:

    



' ' A closed sky opens:: the lost sun shines :: I live to obey my beginning

' ' The sound of singing in a darkened sky :: self spills from silence to source

In his poetry, though, there is a sensuality of death, something of a longing for death, and here I think he 
joins with Georges Bataille’s mysticism, and finds his resolution for the illusory self-existent:  

The pull of all existence is towards the sacred. In the sacred the original and natural 
communion of all being is felt to be present without alloy. Life wants to merge into life, because 
it intuits its own transtemporal unity. This unity it finds again in the sacred. So what I want as 
an individual and what we want as a global community is the same thing: our heart yearns for 
the sacred. We want the suspension of the ipse-being in the communion the sacred re-enacts. 
(Georges Bataille, www.mysticism.nl).

So, we have some of his remarkable monostich poems that are death and not death, communion finally:

Returning to the sky (time will change color) to endure without dying (rain will take my shape)

The moon climbs from a place out of reach :: my midnight within and waiting 

Prior to the moment walls fell away :: moonlight accepted my name

Into the garden I pour my stillness :: will have the whole sun after death

The decay of day promises beauty :: we stop to take the dying in
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Stars go out that guide my life :: I dissolve in the current I seek

The difference between Grant Hackett’s vision of communion and Bataille’s is that Mr. Hackett proposes 
it without fear, torture, supplication, and yet, most importantly, he does not advance a plan; there is no 
pretense of knowing, no intellectual categories of the infinite that finally kill it off. And that, I think, is 
wherein Mr. Hackett achieves the goal of overcoming the indulgence and delusion of an independent and 
privileged self in his poetry.

From my perspective, Grant Hackett uses surrealism in a way that conforms to what the Russian 
philosopher Mikhail Bakunin had in mind when he said “the passion for destruction is a creative 
passion” (1842). What I mean is that rather than enclose meaning, his poems open meaning to multiple 
renderings, to polysemy.  His poems do not use the written text in order to deceive, to create 
authoritarianism. He does not suppose that the word is made flesh, that once the code of his poems is 
interpreted, the scales of flesh fall off only to leave the resplendence of a meaning.  Here is one I love that 
suggests not only a similarity between stars and jasmine blossoms, but simultaneously there is a suggestion 
of the self as the other:

' ' ' The other voice could be talking with stars ::  winter jasmine

Another example of a poem in which he signals the expansiveness of the world and the puissance of the 
“light” of knowledge, of consciousness, of love (it’s indeterminate, as it should be) to compose it, to keep 
the world from becoming an overwhelming materiality and sensorium, is the following:

' ' ' Like a dark love singing through thousands of mists :: I knew I held moonlight inside

    



Then, there is a marvelous poem he wrote that relies on role reversals of a kind, where contrary to readers’ 
expectations that they are the center of the universe, interpreters of it, the vast, cosmic ocean, of which 
we are composed, perhaps an origin or not, reads us and not the other way around. The overturning of 
roles forces the reader to participate in the completion of the poem’s “meaning” and this is precisely what 
an open poem does: rejects closure: 

Though I will never feel the cold salt waves :: all my life I am read by the sea

In one of his poems, he explicitly denies the possibility of closure, of a final destination or interpretation 
to the world:

' ' ' A sun comes up where no sun existed :: that morning is not to be solved

To put this process initially into perspective, I offer the following analysis by Lyn Hejinian: 

I can only begin a posteriori, by perceiving the world as vast and over-whelming: each moment 
stands under an enormous vertical and horizontal pressure of information, potent with 
ambiguity, meaning-full, unfixed, and certainly incomplete. What saves this from becoming a 
vast undifferentiated mass of data and situation is one’s ability to make distinctions. The open 
text is one which both acknowledges the vastness of the world and is formally differentiating. It 
is form that provides an opening. (“The Rejection of Closure”, 1983)

When he composes a poem he is aware of the dilemma positioned in language to both seek order and 
disorder, or un-boundedness and containment of the forces it sets in motion.

In what he calls his “Innerweavings”, where he writes variations of a single poem, we can find his 
awareness of the various tensions, impulses, and/or forces working through the creation of one form in 
distinction from another: he achieves an open text in this manner and does so in a most laudable fashion.
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' ' Shoulder to shoulder life works my soil :: in a place out of reach I am waiting

' ' Shoulder to shoulder life works my soil (in a place out of reach I am waiting) 

' ' Shoulder to shoulder (in a place out of reach) life works my soil (I am waiting)

I think we see here once again of what Lyn Hejinian had in mind in her remarks in “The Rejection of 
Closure” (Ibid).

' ' Writing’s forms are not merely shapes but forces, formal questions are about dynamics—they 
' ' ask how, where, and why the writing moves, what are the types, directions, number, and 
' ' velocities of a work’s motion. The material aporia objectifies the poem in the context of ideas 
' ' and of language itself.

Then, again, there is role reversal, indeterminacy, where an “object” of beauty gives itself away completely 
to one who receives it, but in an unexpected way

' ' The pearl that loves you will have forgotten its beauty :: a light no one sees 

Or, where he literalizes the metaphoric, thus creating a “gap” in understanding, giving the reader their 
right to labor, freeing their labor to interpret, thereby stepping outside of the role as the author as 
authority:' ' ' ' ' '

' ' Prior to the moment walls fell away :: moonlight accepted my name

    



Sometimes, he uses “synesthesia” to prepare the reader to accept the impossible, the surreal, which in its 
way is more “real” than what we ordinarily refer to as “real”:

' ' Come climb inside the hay-scented sun:: and rocks will sing when you're old

Occasionally, I find that he creates a confusion of categories, until the ordinary becomes the extraordinary, 
and rather than insist on denotative meaning he allows a “gap” to exist between image and meaning, and 
permits the reader the freedom to relax their resistance to the fashioning of a new world, a new way of 
perceiving and experiencing the world:

' ' Day by day :: as the frozen earth walks:: my seasons float with the world

Amongst the examples Lyn Hejinian gives of the open text is whether form “makes the primary chaos (the 
raw material, the unorganized impulse and in-formation, the uncertainty, incompleteness, vastness) 
articulate without depriving it of its capacious vitality, its generative power?  Can form go even further and 
generate that potency, opening uncertainty to curiosity, incompleteness to speculation, and turning 
vastness into plenitude?  . . . Form is not a fixture but an activity.” (Ibid)

Oddly, I think we can compare the above-description of an open text to what Mr. Hackett’s forebear, 
Garcia Lorca, called duende in his In Search of Duende (New Directions, 1998). Lorca writes:

The duende's arrival always means a radical change in forms. It brings to old planes unknown 
feelings of freshness, with the quality of something newly created, like a miracle, and it 
produces an almost religious enthusiasm. [. . .] All arts are capable of duende, but where it finds 
greatest range, naturally, is in music, dance, and spoken poetry, for these arts require a living 

    



body to interpret them, being forms that are born, die, and open their contours against an exact 
present. 

We can feel this this power, this evocation in the genuine sound, vitality, imagery of Grant Hackett’s 
monostich poems:

' ' A pile of dust becomes the sun :: I build my life from life restored 

The colors of sunset last many years :: I read starlight through my walls

What comes next will always disappear :: the moon turns to dust on my path

Empty steps are easily ignored :: but moonlight I can use without rules

Sometimes, his use of surrealism, of attribution of qualities that reason cannot fathom, gives his work a 
depth and imaginative leap that restores us to our “senses”:

' ' The sky you awakened in the eyes of the rain :: holds the moon the night and the reason to remain

I find a subtle expression of the magical quality of a life lived in his work that captures the fleeting 
moment and his gratitude for it most tender. He says:

' ' My life is that glimpse of the sky you have as it chases a small bird into breath

    



Or,

' ' Let wild seed wake:: before the rains turn old: before the moon is shut out of your heart

Though he is not technically a writer of haiku, he has a keen sense of the seasonality of human nature, its 
reciprocity with environment:

' ' I see the window turning white

before the coming of the snow—

our lives repeat the cold

Or, here:

My soul has shared growing old in a tree :: until each is an accomplice :: in the other's art

Ludwig Wittgenstein opened his famous Blue and Brown Books with the following statement:

' ' What is the meaning of a word?

Let us attack this question by asking, first, what is an explanation of the meaning of a word; 
what does the explanation of a word look like?

The way this question helps us is analogous to the way the question “how do we measure a 
length?” helps us to understand

the problem “what is length?”

    



The questions “What is length?”, What is meaning?”, “What is the number one?” etc., produce 
in us a mental cramp. We feel that we can’t point to anything to reply to them and yet ought to 
point to something.  (We are up against one of the great sources of philosophical bewilderment: 
a substantive makes us look for a thing that corresponds to it.) (Harper, 1958)

Ultimately, all that language deals with is not ostensive; more, especially in poetry, where the play of 
language is flaunted, emphasized, we can situate the work of Grant Hackett; he engages in language games, 
as do all poets, and the complexities, seeming inconsistencies, and conundrums are solved by the context, 
the knowing of the rules of the particular game being played. Mr. Hackett’s poetry is a surrender to the 
imaginary, to the inexplicable and mysteriousness of being and existence, both open to interpretation and 
ordered in unique and individual ways. Let me end there with some more samples of his work, as it speaks 
more eloquently than I ever could:

' ' If my day’s not meant to last :: that first attached me to disorder

' ' The breath I am shall awaken the winds  :: then the last sound comes this way

' ' The eyes of my black fires speak from darkness :: eternity has never asked for light
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not quite ice cream

————————————
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